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Abstract
Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are nanosized vesicles secreted by virtually all cell types into
the extracellular milieu. EVs transport bioactive molecules between cells and play multifaceted roles in cell-to-cell communications and in the pathogenesis of various human
diseases including cancer. EVs are currently a focus of intensive interest, mainly because
they hold a wealth of biological information in the form of differentially expressed nucleic
acids and proteins, including DNA and cancer-related mutated genes, microRNAs, and
a variety of transcriptional factors. Both the mutational content and any differentially
expressed RNA are highly stable in patient blood or urine because they are encapsulated
in EVs. This protects them against nuclease activity, pH change, temperature fluctuations,
and multiple free-thaw cycles. Therefore, EVs isolated from patient fluids may serve as
an ideal source of liquid biopsy for mining cancer signatures through mutation screening and genetic profiling. However, the methods for obtaining pure and intact EVs from
patient samples, as well as the optimized characterization of tumor-derived EVs are still
not rigorously defined for routine clinical use. High-throughput genomic or proteomic
platforms may aid in the identification of novel diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers
that collectively could lead to cancer monitoring and improved patient outcome.
Keywords: extracellular vesicles, exosomes, genetic profiling, biomarkers, noninvasive
diagnosis, liquid biopsy, cancer

1. Introduction
Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are membrane-bounded nanosized vesicles secreted by almost
every cell type studied to date. EVs carry a plethora of bioactive molecules comprising nucleic
acids such as noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs), mRNA, and even DNA including both genomic
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and mitochondrial DNA, lipids, carbohydrates, proteins, and variety of transcriptional factors [1–3]. Based on their size, morphology, and mode of release, EVs are broadly categorized into exosomes, microvesicles, and apoptotic bodies [4]. The best characterized EVs are
exosomes and microvesicles. Exosomes are produced through the endocytic pathway followed by the fusion of the multivesicular bodies (MVBs) with the plasma membrane and are
released into the extracellular environment. This involves several different components of
sorting machinery taking place at endosomal compartments and the MVBs (reviewed elsewhere [4]). Conversely, microvesicles are shed directly from selective microdomains of the
plasma membrane and involve several components of cytoskeleton machinery.
EVs were previously considered to be platelet-derived particles and were described as cellular dust or debris until they were first recognized as specific structures termed exosomes
by Johnstone et al. in 1987 [5]. Initial studies by Raposo et al. [6], Zitvogel et al. [7], and
Thery et al. [8] raised the new debate that EVs are not cellular dust and highlighted the functional importance of exosomes in immunological responses. In these studies, exosomes were
reported to contain major histocompatibility complex class I and class II (MHC I, MHC II)
that were efficiently able to induce T-cell responses. Ratajczak and colleagues further highlighted the biological significance of secreted vesicles [9], and they were the first to report that
microvesicles contain mRNA that could be transferred horizontally to target cells and subsequently translated into corresponding proteins [10, 11]. A subsequent study by Deregibus
et al. reported the horizontal transfer of mRNA that was biologically associated with the activation of angiogenic program in endothelial cells [12].
The first report that exosomes contain substantial amounts of microRNA (miRNA), mRNA,
and small amounts of ribosomal RNAs was documented in 2007. Valadi et al. showed that the
RNAs shuttled between cells as a novel mechanism of genetic exchange between cells [13].
Following this discovery, several other studies confirmed the presence of miRNA in vesicles
and showed that their transfer to neighboring cells was functional [12, 14–16]. Valadi et al.
also showed that heterologous transfer of mouse EV-mRNA to recipient human mast cells is
translated into corresponding mouse proteins in vitro, indicating that EV-mediated transfer
of mRNA can be functional in recipient cells [13]. Skog et al. provided a confirmatory study
showing that EV-mediated transfer of mRNA could be translated into recipient cells, which
further highlights the functional role of RNA transfer [15]. Later on, Pegtel et al. showed that
miRNAs secreted by EBV-infected cells were transferred to uninfected recipient cells via EVs
and could potentially repress the EBV target genes [16]. Additionally, EVs from dendritic cells
(DCs) could fuse with autologous target DCs and efficiently release miRNA into recipient cell
cytoplasm where they repress target mRNAs of acceptor DCs [17].
1.1. Biological functions of extracellular vesicles
At the present time, the biological functions of EVs are not fully understood in comparison
to well-established, paracrine-secreted factors such as cytokines and hormones. Now EVs
are gaining increased attention due to their novel role in the transport of various bioactive
molecules that facilitate signal transduction between cells. The secreted EVs can be taken
up directly by neighboring recipient cells or they may travel through biological fluids and
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transport their cargo to distant organs in a paracrine manner. Considerable documented
evidence emphasizes that EVs serve as mediators of cell-to-cell communication allowing the
exchange of biological information between cells [18, 19]. EVs carrying diverse cargoes can
move through biological fluids and thus may elicit long distance interorgan communication
by dissemination of their cargo from one place to the other [20, 21]. It is possible that EVs may
in fact mediate bidirectional communication and transport of regulatory molecules [22].
Due to their natural capacity in transportation and dissemination of abnormal proteins, lipids, mutated genes, and deregulated nucleic acids—EVs have been implicated in number of
diseases such as neurodegenerative disease [23, 24], inflammatory and cardiovascular diseases [25, 26], and the development of cancers [15, 27–29]. The secretion and transportation of
EVs from biologically active cells are likely to be context dependent, so that the signals that a
particular cell receives may elicit tissue remodeling and regeneration as a response to diseases
[30]. Moreover, the microbial EVs may mediate host-parasite interactions and progression of
infectious diseases by disseminating virulence factors [31].
EVs derived from antigen presenting cells or cancer cells may also have a profound effect on
immunomodulation, including both immune suppression and immune activation [30, 32, 33].
There is emerging role of EVs implicated in cellular differentiation, stem cell maintenance,
and defining cell fates by facilitating the transmission of biological information from donor
cells to recipient cells (reviewed elsewhere [22]). Such evolving roles of EVs is in part due to
their abilities to mimic stem cell properties in promoting tissue’s intrinsic regenerative programs and repair process within recipient cells in a paracrine manner [22]. Interestingly, the
cargo of EVs is characteristic for their cell of origin, which presumably represents the diseaseassociated signature of their parent cells. The study of the cargo of EVs from different diseases
could therefore be a rich resource for future biomarkers studies.
1.2. Extracellular vesicles as mediators of cancer initiation and metastasis
There is increased interest in how EVs may facilitate tumor progression. EVs secreted from
cancer cells may carry oncogenic ncRNAs or mutated genes, which may induce aberrant gene
regulation in recipient cells that induce tumor initiation [3, 14]. It is thought that EVs may
educate certain recipient cells to take on a tumor-initiating phenotype. Such cells may then
migrate to anatomically distinct locations leading to premetastatic colonization [28]. There are
several mechanisms of tumor progression conferred by EVs including stromal remodeling,
immune evasion, neovascularization, and metastasis [21, 30, 34–39]. The metastatic potential
of EVs is in large part due to their ability to transmit abnormally expressed bioactive molecules such as oncoproteins, genomic and mitochondrial tumor DNA, transposon elements,
and mutated genes to suitable recipient cells [14, 15, 27, 40–44].
There seems to be a strong association between EV-mediated transport of regulatory ncRNAs
and the mediation of tumor initiation. EV-mediated delivery of miRNAs is thought to potentiate more diverse regulatory functions in comparison to EVs carrying other cargoes. This is
mainly because EVs bearing miRNAs are capable of modulating genetic profiles of recipient cells and they may also be able to foster genomic instability [3]. It was recently shown
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that astrocyte-derived EVs could mediate an intercellular transfer of PTEN-targeting miRNAs to recipient primary metastatic tumor cells in order to suppress PTEN expression, and
thus allowing primary tumor cells to develop metastatic potential [45]. This supports the idea
that EVs are able to shuttle miRNAs between tumor cells and their metastatic progenitors.
Such a reciprocal cross-talk would confer a selective advantage by facilitating coevolution of
primary tumors and also favor microenvironments for adaptive metastatic outgrowth. This
process could also be helped by metabolic reprogramming of tumor microenvironment. For
example, recently the miRNA signatures secreted from breast cancer cells were shown to
facilitate metastasis by increasing nutrient availability and reprogramming the energy metabolism of nontumor cells in a given premetastatic niche [46]. Currently, long non-coding RNAs
(lncRNAs) are increasingly being reported to contribute tumor initiation and metastasis [3]
and are considered as extended messages in regulating responses to chemotherapy.

2. Methods
2.1. Diversity of extracellular vesicle sources
Biological fluids and cultured cell supernatant from in vitro systems offer a potential source
for isolation of EVs; however, EVs isolated directly from body fluids are likely to be clinically
more relevant. Blood plasma is the most commonly used source for EVs collection. According
to a recent survey conducted by the International Society of Extracellular Vesicles (ISEV), the
plasma (47%), serum (22%), urine (14%), cerebral spinal fluid (8%), milk (5%), and miscellaneous (4%) are the relative frequencies of body fluids analyzed [47]. The choice of selecting a
certain physiological fluid depends on intended downstream analysis [4].
The diverse nature of biological fluids and the individual contaminants of each fluid may
represent different molecular combinations outside EVs, and may thus require different isolation methods [48]. An important bottleneck is the lack of standardized methods for collection
and processing of biofluids for isolation, purification, and separation of subpopulation of
EVs with removed contaminants and retained integrity of EV-cargo prerequisite for intended
downstream applications. The diverse nature of biological fluids suggests that EV cargo of
each fluid may represent different composition and, therefore, a spectrum of methods will
need to be considered to define contaminants of each fluid in order to obtain pure EVs.
2.1.1. Available techniques for EV isolation
There are a variety of methods available and more are being developed, some of them are
poorly standardized. These include ultrafiltration, density gradient centrifugation, size exclusion chromatography and affinity isolation, polymeric precipitation, and the microfluidic
devices [48]. Each method has variable isolation efficiencies when applied to different samples, such as blood plasma, milk, urine, and cell culture media.
A comparison of several conventional as well as high-throughput technologies for the isolation
and characterization of different samples has been recently undertaken with a focus on their
advantages and disadvantages [4]. Recently, the ISEV has made a critical analysis of various
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techniques implemented for isolation of EVs and they have made potential recommendations [48, 49]. Differential ultracentrifugation remains the most widely used primary isolation
method, comparable to several other techniques, and is suitable for large-volume isolations.
However, for the isolation of EVs from low volume samples, it was found that size exclusion
chromatography is now a more widely used technique, which allows separation of EV from
the bulk of soluble proteins. In this method, the separation is purely based on particle size,
therefore contaminating particles in the EV size range such as lipoprotein complexes may
be coisolated [48, 50]. When the intent is to capture a selective class of EVs, immunoaffinity
capture offers an alternative method with a much higher selective specificity. The method can
yield pure EV subpopulations, but is highly influenced by both the choice of affinity reagent
and the ligand density on different EV types [48].
Other methods include microfluidic devices, filtration, and various commercially available
kits. The commercial kits often make the use of volume-excluding polymers, such as polyethylene glycol (PEG), which enables rapid EV isolation from culture media or from body fluids.
However, such polymers may also coprecipitate protein complexes that can contaminate EV
isolates. Therefore, the ISEV has recommended using two different EV isolation techniques
that are based on distinct principles of separation and each will thus enrich for different subpopulations of vesicles. Since each method potentially coisolates the contaminants, such as
protein complexes and lipoproteins to different degrees, the ISEV proposes that a combination of techniques be applied, such as density gradient centrifugation followed by size exclusion or immunoaffinity capture [48].
The method of choice should take into account several factors: sample type, volume, yield,
integrity, purity of EVs required for specific downstream analysis, as well as the available
instrumentation and processing time [4]. The chosen method will be influenced by whether
the sample is derived from cell-culture media or from body-fluids and whether the intended
analysis is proteomic or genomic. Therefore, the choice of different isolation methods for EVs
will impact the amount, type, and purity of EVs recovered and will guide the type of downstream analysis of EVs that is the most practical.
2.2. Characterization of EVs and available analytical technologies
After the isolation procedures, one needs to characterize EVs for their size determination,
detection of common EVs marker, morphology, and concentration (quantification), for which
there is a variety of techniques available [4, 51, 52]. Characterization of EVs currently presents
various challenges, mainly due to their small size, the complexity of the EV cargo, and the
physical parameters of available instruments for measuring nanosized EVs. Given the fact
that EVs are isolated from a variety of different sources with highly variable composition (as
stated above), it is difficult to provide general recommendations for EV isolation and characterization. The sample type, sample volume, and the choice of downstream application all
will be an influence on the characterization instruments employed.
The mean size and overall size distribution of individual subpopulations of EVs, as well as
their relative abundance, can be determined by nanotracking analysis (NTA), Zetaview [53–60],
and tunable resistive pulse sensing (qNANO) [61]. Electron microscopy is used to assess
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the submicron phenotype of EVs [51, 59, 62–64], whereas flow cytometry is used for enumerating, phenotyping, and sorting of EVs based on their size distribution [65, 66]. Western blotting is implemented when the aim is to detect EV-markers such as CD63, CD81, and CD9. A
recent survey conducted by ISEV has mentioned that the three most widely used techniques
for EVs characterization are Western blotting (74%), single-particle tracking (SPT, 72%), and
electron microscopy (60%) [47].
Hitherto, the flow cytometry remains a popular tool for measuring EVs [65, 66]; however, fundamental principles and limitations of the instrument need to be considered [67]. EVs isolated
by ultracentrifugation may cause aggregation of EVs thus rendering subsequent difficulties
for flow cytometric analysis or single particle tracking analysis [47], whereas, those isolated
using size exclusion kits may lead to subsequent difficulties for downstream EV analysis by
Western blotting. Recently, tunable resistive pulse sensing has been used to precisely determine the concentration of EVs. Further validations are required to show that this promising
new method is reproducible and widely applicable for characterizing EVs [61].
The characterization of heterogeneous subpopulations of EVs into their component parts
remains an unresolved issue. This problem of EV subclassification arises because almost all
subtypes, including exosomes and microvesicles, share same/common EV detection markers
such as CD63, CD81, and CD9 [48, 52]. Recent papers claim successful subclassification EVs
based on general surface protein profiling (proteomics) [57, 68] or on RNA content profiling
(RNAomics) of individual EV populations [69–73]. New advances in both EV isolation techniques and detailed optimization and standardization of existing techniques or protocols will
facilitate progress toward more precise and reliable EV characterization. These crucial steps
will greatly influence the identification of specific biomarkers in EV subpopulations.
2.2.1. Characterization and profiling of nucleic acid content from EVs: potential issues
Prior to profiling of RNA content from EVs, it is important to assess the quality of RNA.
There are predominantly two populations of secreted extracellular RNA (exRNA) either in
association with RNA-binding proteins, or as a part of lipoprotein complexes, or alternatively
vesicle bound RNAs. It is thought that such protein complexes might be coprecipitated and
coisolated along with EVs during ultra-centrifugation. Therefore, the methods that remove
contaminating proteins from EV aggregates are highly required.
The occurrence of extracellular RNA (exRNA) either inside secreted EVs or outside EVs (i.e.,
non-EV exRNA) is a controversial subject at the present time, as there are discrepancies in the
results shown by different laboratories [74–78]. In order to discriminate RNA encapsulated
within/or on the surface of EVs from those non-EV bound exRNA, it is critical to digest isolated RNA fractions with RNase and proteinase to disrupt the ribonucleoproteins and any
RNA exterior to vesicles [48]. This procedure will deplete non-EV exRNA leaving behind
EV-encapsulated RNA.
A potential issue in studies using in vitro methods is the fetal bovine serum (FBS) that is used
for cell cultures. FBS already contains various bovine RNA species that are retained even after
extended period of ultracentrifugation during the preparations of the vesicle-depleted FBS
[79]. This raises the possibility that the RNA being analyzed might not be exclusively from
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human vesicles and subsequent qPCR or sequencing analysis may contain artifactual bovine
nucleic acids derived from nonvesicular bound RNA, which may bias results [80].
An additional issue related to expression analysis, and sequencing library preparations from
EV-RNA; is the low input sample material. Particularly this refers to small sample source e.g.,
less EV-RNA from low volume of patient blood or the usage of low recovery protocol). Low
input material may suffer biases not only when the library is prepared but also during the
EV-RNA ligation step. Measuring the quantity and integrity of EV-associated RNA is challenging due to limited amount of RNA available and the lack of reference standards, such as
those established for cellular mRNA. Recently, the ISEV has addressed these issues and have
made recommendations for the assessment and analysis of the nature of EV-associated RNAs
[48]. Detection of the levels of certain transcripts by highly sensitive RT-qPCR may be used as
a proxy for total RNA quantification in samples containing a low abundance of RNA.
Sensitive techniques, such as Agilent Bioanalyzer pico chip and the Quant-iT RiboGreen RNA
Assay, have been proven to be more suitable methods for the quantification EV-RNA than that
of Nanodrop method. Most of the techniques (with the exception of the Qubit RNA HS Assay)
are thought to be sensitive to DNA contamination. Therefore, ISEV recommends pretreatment
of samples with DNase for accurate RNA quantitation [48]. Due to the enrichment of small
RNA species in EVs, the main focus of recent studies is the assessment of miRNAs and other
small ncRNAs. Such studies take into consideration subsequent expression analyses and
deep sequencing experiments. ISEV has provided recommendations on the different steps of
EV-RNA analysis, such as RT-qPCR analysis, selection of reference genes, deep sequencing,
library preparation, biases issues, data normalization, and bioinformatics analysis.

3. Genetic profiling of EVs from cancer-derived biofluids: a stable source
of noninvasive diagnosis
In the absence of early symptoms, most cancers are diagnosed at an advanced stage, by which
time patients have poor outcomes and tumors have often metastasized. Pathological evaluations and resulting treatment approaches are often determined based on biopsy material.
The detection of biomarkers from body fluids may offer significant advantage over the use
of tissue markers, because biopsies are invasive procedures and are associated with bleeding
and risk of infections. Moreover, biopsies are often difficult to perform for organs that lie deep
within the body and may suffer from sample bias [81].
There is an intensive interest in mining biological fluids as a noninvasive source of biomarkers
detection. For example, elevated prostate-specific antigen (PSA) levels in plasma are routinely
used for the early detection and monitoring of prostate cancer. However, since the blood
levels of this assay vary widely, PSA testing often fails to detect a new cancer or to accurately
predict disease stage. Novel more precise blood and urine biomarkers are needed at both
diagnosis and during the disease progression of prostate cancer [82]. The expression levels of
miRNAs in prostate cancer show considerable promise as potential biomarkers with clinical
applications. Since the miRNA content of EVs reflects the miRNA expression profile of the
cells they originated from, there has been considerable interest in mining miRNAs from EVs
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in prostate cancer. One good example is miR-16, which has increased expression in plasma
from metastatic prostate cancer patients, but has reduced levels of expression in both primary
and metastatic prostate cancer tissue RNA samples [83]. In contrast, miR-21 was found to be
elevated in the early disease, but not in advanced prostate cancer [84]. One of the most powerful applications could be early detecting of prostate cancer in patients’ urine. An agglutination
methods were used recently to isolate miRNAs from prostate cancer urine, which showed that
upregulation of miR-574-3p, miR-141-5p, and miR-21-5p was associated with disease [85].
Since deregulated miRNA expression is an early event in tumorigenesis, measuring circulating miRNA levels could be potentially useful for early cancer detection, and may contribute
to greatly measure the success of treatment or evaluate the therapeutic response.

4. Mining extracellular vesicles for cancer diagnosis
Proteins and nucleic acids encapsulated within EVs circulating in body fluids are thought to be
more stable against proteases and nucleases that are naturally present in body fluids. The protection of nucleic acids in EVs provides a great advantage of storage conditions as well as handling at adverse physical conditions such as fluctuations in temperature and changes in pH,
multiple freeze, and thaw cycles, and thus could be an appealing source for biomarker development [4]. Moreover, circulating EVs from cancer patients have been found to express signatures that are significantly distinct from profiles of benign disease or normal controls [86–88].
Interestingly, tumor cells release EVs containing tumor-specific content that could be easily
isolated from various body fluids such as blood plasma, serum, and urine. In this regard,
EV-assisted liquid biopsies offer an inherent advantage, mainly because samples could be collected longitudinally with great ease and in large quantities (i.e., sample reproducibility). EVs
release is an active process and tumor cells can shed plenty of EVs per milliliter of plasma [89].
EVs released into body fluids containing differentially or aberrantly expressed miRNAs often
retain the characteristics of the tumors from which they originated [15, 87, 90]. Interestingly,
it has been proposed that the cellular origin of EVs from certain cancer types or cell types
could be used to determine the likely identity of an unknown disease [91]. This may assist the
assessment of EVs in a body fluid from new cancer patients when there is uncertainty about
the type of tumor. Consequently, EVs from biological fluids could be subjected to large-scale
screening of tumor-specific markers [33, 40, 89, 92–95].
The comprehensive detection of diverse EV components, in particular the profiling of
EV-linked ncRNAs including short ncRNAs such as miRNAs, as well as lncRNAs from
peripheral blood or urine of cancer patients, may be a source of predictive cancer signatures
for early diagnosis of specific cancer types. There is already evidence for using exRNA
including vesicle bound and nonvesicle bound exRNA comprising circulatory miRNAs and
lncRNAs from human body fluids for determining diagnostic and prognostic value of RNA
signatures related to cancer [3]. In this context, the presence of ncRNA in EVs may serve an
additional platform for biomarker discovery. The global profiling of EV-encapsulated RNAs
with mutation characterization and/or without mutation characterization [33] could serve as
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a potential source for cancer detection. This could allow clinicians to perform patient stratification (companion diagnostics), screening, monitoring treatment response, and detection of
minimal residual disease after surgery/recurrence [89].
miRNA profiling from EpCAM-positive EVs from serum of ovarian cancer patients demonstrated that EV-derived miRNA signatures from advanced stage patients are significantly distinct
from those at benign stage, providing a possible biomarker signature to distinguish early stage
cancer from advanced disease [87]. Expression of candidate cell-free urine miRNAs in ovarian
cancer and endometrial cancer patients has demonstrated their prospective use as biomarkers
[96]. However, in order to confirm the diagnostic potential of urine miRNAs in gynecological
cancers, it requires large number of clinical samples and large-scale expression profiling studies.
Additionally, mining EVs from urine samples of cancer patients may help early diagnosis. In
this context, the most often studied cancer for mining urinary EVs is the prostate cancer [97–107].
In addition to their utility in diagnostic platforms, the EV-associated cargo from serum/plasma
may also serve as bona fide signatures of disease prognosis, tumor recurrence, and overall
survival. This refers to prognostic implications against chemotherapies as well as radiotherapies related to several cancer types. Therefore, the ncRNA signatures from EV sources may
have clinical implications. However, it is critical to compare and standardize results of global
investigations regarding EV-associated circulating ncRNAs as well as the recommendations
for preanalytic considerations in biomarker discovery.
Although, the biological consequences of the discriminatory distribution of miRNAs in EVs are not
fully known, it is possible that measuring the concentration of miRNAs from biological fluids (i.e.,
blood, urine serous, and ascites) and making corresponding comparisons could allow biomarker
identification. Interestingly, the miR-21, one the global tumor marker, is found in EVs from serum
and plasma of various cancer types and may serve as an independent marker of tumor diagnosis
and prognosis [33, 108–110]. Presumably, the global profiling or selective screening of EV-RNAs
against mutations may predict tumor-specific signature, whereas the enrichment on ncRNAs
within tumor cell-derived EVs could offer a promising platform for developing disease biomarkers.
Another area of interest for EVs in cancer is their potential to restore gene activity that has been
lost. PTEN is frequently deleted in prostate cancer and associated with aggressive disease [111].
Using an in vitro system it was shown that through EVs the PTEN can be transferred back into
cells that have lost PTEN expression [82]. Interestingly, the transferred PTEN was competent to
confer tumor suppression, suggesting that exosomal PTEN may in the future be able compensate
for PTEN loss in PTEN-deficient prostate cancers. Initially, it was shown that cancer cells release
PTEN via EVs and could be transferred to other cells through EVs [112]. In cells that exhibit a
reduction of PTEN expression or complete loss of PTEN expression, the tumor-suppression
activity was restored via EV-mediated transfer of PTEN to acceptor cells. Interestingly, PTEN
could be detected from EVs that circulate in the blood of prostate cancer patients. Conversely,
the normal subjects have no PTEN expression in their blood EVs. Moreover, the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) was also detected in EVs derived from prostate cancer patients. These data
suggest that EV-associated PTEN can not only compensate for PTEN loss in PTEN deficient
cells, but also may have diagnostic value for prostate cancer [112]. The workflow to mining EVs
for nucleic acid analysis and proteomic profiling is given in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A flow sheet of extracellular vesicle (EV) isolation and analysis: for utilizing EVs as biomarkers, the physiological
fluids from cancer patients and healthy subjects are collected, and EVs are isolated from various fluids. EVs from each
source need to be characterized and EV-RNA is isolated for downstream analysis in order to identify genetic aberrations
or profiling of genomic content.

5. Conclusion
There is still a long way to go to fully understand EV content in the context of cancer as a
systemic disease. It will be necessary to establish a link between tumor occurrence, progression, treatment response, and corresponding changes in EV content. Since biopsies
are associated with potential risk factors such as surgical resection and associated toxicity, alternative methods will be required for early diagnosis. The longitudinal collection
of EVs from patient body fluids may offer untapped source for liquid biopsy. As such, the
EVs cargo itself may represent an attractive source of multiple candidate biomarkers that
could provide clinically useful information for cancer management. The ease with which
EVs can be collected and purified from body fluids suggests that biomarkers present in their
cargo could eventually be part of personalized cancer care, possibly replacing more invasive
biopsies.
The detection of candidate molecules anchored to circulating EVs, may thus allow cancers to
be identified from several drops of a patient blood, and may serve as highly sensitive screening tools [113]. Therefore, EVs are ideal source of screening intact molecular signatures of
tumor origin. EV-associated ncRNAs including miRNAs as well as lncRNAs are currently
the most frequently exploited biomarkers for cancer diagnosis [3]. Identification of aberrantly
expressed RNA molecules, mutated genes, or proteins in EVs from body fluids of cancer
patients can be subjected to next-generation genomics and proteomics approaches that may
aid in the identification of diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers.
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To be able to use EVs as liquid biopsies, a comprehensive inventory of their constituents such as
proteins, DNA, RNA, and metabolites, followed by the validation of distinct candidates in the frame
of a multicenter clinical study is required (see workflow for biomarker development [4]). However,
the noninvasive detection technologies should be accurate, fast, and potentially inexpensive.
It has been argued that the development of high-throughput approaches and robust capture
platforms will warrant the implications of EVs in routine biomarker development, and therapeutic implications with a proposed workflow sheet to be applied for US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) approval [4]. What needs to be considered as a priority is the standardization of scientific reporting. At present, differences in reporting approaches could make it difficult to compare and standardize the potential therapeutic effects of EVs. Such inconsistencies
may limit the likelihood of translating EVs into human clinical trials. Efforts are being made to
ensure transparent reporting of EV findings in order to facilitate interpretation and replication
of experiments [114]. This will help to put experimental guidelines into practice. Since there
is intensive interest in the field both in basic research as well as therapeutic point of view, it is
anticipated that in the next decade, EVs arena will see significant advances in clinical pipelines
[32].
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